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There's a shortage of radiation detectors, yet they give that f*cker two different
styles, unbelievable.
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the reporters, journalists & camera men should give up their radiation detectors to
the people who need them, I would.
MrAubery 3 days ago 9
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@golden1101 There's a big difference between "detectors" and dosimeters. They
should have bunches of dosimeters.
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@fxtrader92
There is no safety equipment which will save them. There simply isn't. Nor is there
really anything much they can do, they are being sacrified to make it appear
something is being done but they are only buying time, while the media tries to move
on and the situation is presented as just an emergency which will eventually be
under control. Basically they are assuming the public cannot handle the truth, but
amazingly they don't seem to realise it will be impossible to cover up.
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Fukushima nuclear reactor...

They can call it what they like but it remains neutron beams and if anyone doesn't
understand the danger, look up neutron bomb. The scary thing is that this indicates
things are very bad and getting worse, on schedule to a catastrophic meltdown in
one and then all of the reactors.
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It's amazing to me that the Japanese gov't can't afford to take care of the people
handling this, little things like dosimeters and food can't be supplied? And the US,
instead of sending tons of aid (cement, boron, experts, dosimeters, etc.) starts
another war for oil. I had a lot more respect for Japan before watching their handling
of this crisis.
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@Bladecrimson YES, FOX news reporters are paid to make you believe their shit.
THROW the fucking BOX out of your living room NOW! Thx for understanding!
truth7seeker 17 hours ago
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Fox news are idiots
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FOX broke this story?!? rofl! Never miss an opportunity to promote themselves with
sheer BS.
misterbinary 18 hours ago
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@bublycat Yes we are doomed.
bleaupearls 18 hours ago
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In a decent world dick chenny would have been executed for his idea of using DU
munitions and the power company COs would be the ones doing the clean up work
at this failed plant in Japan.
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